7 Deadly Sins of the Penitentiary
Internally the majority of us that come from nothing were rich in family values and love because
primarily that's all we had.
Although we had no choice but to build from a platform of disrespect and the mud we never lacked in
drive, compassion, and perseverance, we are continually forced to adjust.
Our learning curves and contributions are sometimes unorthodox. However the double standards in
our American judicial system has graduated concerns compared to other countries regarding the
propelling factors of prisons.
Are the formulas of prisons reliant on poverty and addictions? Would you like to share your beliefs
either way? Please share. Oyezzz would love to showcase the diamonds in you.
The aftermath has not only hindered the growth of countless families it has also become detrimental
to the core values of Americas future.
The alleged purposes and presentations of the alleged wars on drugs and tuff crime stances that has
primarily targeted the African American and Latino cultures are starting to reveal various other truths
that just may supersede the alleged purposes and presentations that are and have been partially the
deteriorating factors to our communities.
I mentioned double standards. Please allow me to briefly touch the surface of why.
If a (black) man of color and a white man have identical criminal histories, commit identical crimes
with the identical circumstances, the (black) man of color will receive 4 to 5 times a more harsher
sentence and or supervision conditions.
In a time where investors are investing more into prisons then the growths of our youth and adults
alike caters to why the inmate population and recidivism numbers continues to skyrocket.
7 Deadly Sins of the Penitentiary is to assist you in case you, a friend, or a love one has been
effected by the revolving doors of double standards and or prisons.
The 7 Deadly Sins of the Penitentiary are as follows:
1. HOMOSEXUALITY
I want to make myself extremely clear the mentioned is no shade nor disrespect intended toward the
LGBTQ community.

Factually speaking there are too many individuals who exploit the LGBTQ community while playing ill
will games with our daughters and sons, themselves, and society.
Your truth is your truth. Good, bad, or indifference opinionated or not either way your truth is your
truth. Embrace who you are.
2. DRUGS
The same concerns that present themselves in the streets using or selling drugs are far worst in the
penitentiary.
Users will exploit their love ones on a far larger scale than you could ever imagine until the users
either check in and or become an informant, overdose or commit suicidal acts, and in the worst cases
kill or be killed.
3. GAMBLING
The realities and a symptoms of a gambling addiction are very much alive in the penitentiary.
Gambling when you cannot afford to will cause you to either check in and or become an informant,
overdose or commit suicidal acts, and in the worst cases kill or be killed.
4. BORROWING & LOANING
These two words individually and collectively are arguably two of the penitentiary worst demons.
When you borrow at what cost is the loan? Is the relations genuine and or can there be ulterior
motives?
Motives whatever they maybe are real.
5. STEALING
Thinking you are stealing when you think no one is looking will get your head bashed in or worst.
Remember in life for every window there are a pair of eyes.
6. SNITCHING
Today we cannot change the game but people can change people.
The spoken an unspoken codes of the streets I was taught regarding keeping your mouth shut at all
times, everybody business is not my business, and digest the bitter like the sweet no longer exist.
My name and street credibility is official across the board.
Regardless the pain and sacrifices there are no other options but to digest the bitter the same way I
digested everything that I thought was sweet.

Everyone wants that hood recognition and paper but no one wants to be loyal to their choices.
No one wants to do time so they sell their souls to the equivalent of the enemy.
Flat out stop telling.
No one has ever been looked at as a responsible rat or snitch.
Your choices are your choices. However your consequences effects far more than you.
7. GANGS
When you are talking about gangs you better be referring to gangs of money. In my humble opinion if
you aren’t talking money you aren’t talking about nothing.
Today many organizations are trying to polish there images while the lost and ignorant are chasing
the chaos.
A gang tag in the penitentiary is unwanted by even gang members. So before you have to answer to
an unknown answer to you and yours.
In closing if we look at our history continuing the same thought processes and actions we will
continue to get our same undesired results.
One may pose the question; how can our quality of person ever reach our desired potentials
throughout our trials and triumphs in life?
Although there are no definitive answers to the question, the question is great and warrants a further
discussion.
America it is time we address some hard faced truths to make the appropriate changes in our proud
home of America which as trend setters normally creates a domino effect throughout the world?
The Oyezzz family welcomes you and the holes in your foundations partially because we know
strengths and educational tools resides their as means of assistance while manifesting our dreams.
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